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Publishersâ€™ description: The Secrets of Harness Race Profits Revealed! This book represents

three decades of handicapping and betting harness races and is a summary of observations that

are important to being a winning player. This book summarizes the conclusions on what made the

author a winning player. There is no magic formula to become a winning player and the author is the

first to say that there is more than one road to profits. This book is the road taken by Doug Masters

to becoming a winning player. Becoming a winning player is part art and part skill, so it is impossible

to summarize it as a mechanical method; however, Doug attempts to outline his process in the

second half of the book. This book may be difficult for beginning harness handicappers to read

because it does not explain any basic terminology. There are, however, glossaries of harness

racing terms online as well in the racing programs of harness tracks. There are no winning

examples in this book. This is a quote from the author in the introduction. â€œYou will find no past

performances listed in this book; this is intentional. Anyone who has been around harness racing for

even a few years has probably read various books and publications offering a handicapping system.

All of them will have examples of how a handicapping system or angle picked a winner. Anyone can

do this, especially when so many of these authors are working backwards from the winner. To me, it

is simply a waste of time. And besides, only a mediocre or inexperienced handicapper is going to

believe there is a single path to success in wagering. This book consists of my observations of the

sport and how it relates to my own handicapping perspective. If you are looking for a system that

represents some sort of absolute truth, youâ€™re looking in the wrong place.â€• Topics include:

Handicapping Factors, Drivers, Horse Form, Speed, Pace, Class, Post position, Track, Statistics,

Betting multiple racetracks.
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I don't think much of this guy's ideas, but I'm not a winner at the track yet. You can find a track with

primarily pace races like he says he will only play, but that will really limit your number of tracks to

play. I play win bets, trifectas, exactas, and ten cent or twenty cent superfectas. I'm always looking

for the big score. I win some races but lose more. I usually come out a head or become a light loser,

but I'm always entertained. Entertainment is a big thing to me --- my head might ache from over

thinking my races, but it is fun to me. My best advice is find a guy or gal who has played the harness

races for years and offer them money, food, and drink to teach you. It will be worth it for the years of

fun it will give you. Maybe pay for modest bets on the races for them, and have them explain what

the hell is going on. Their is so much going on, it's unreal, so many variables. So many things on the

race form and the charts that the books just don't show you.

I am not saying this book is the best ever on harness race handicapping, but what I am saying is

that it's very good. It's not giving a numerical approach to selecting winners, but then again is there

really one? What it's giving the reader is the author's opinions as to what is important to successful

harness handicapping. Some of his opinions, at least for me are very interesting. I have been a

horse racing fan for some 50 years and have always been a sucker for purchasing just about all that

has been written on handicapping. Therefore. I have quite a collection of books. Some have been

good and some not so good. I really find this one to be a good one and for the price, quite a bargain.

Just this reader's opinion.

For any intermediate or professional handicapper, this is absolutely the best book EVER written on

harness handicapping ever. if you are a novice, t you will not pick up every nuance the author

explains, But, for anyone who has been serious about this game, this is the book that will turn your

game around if you have been at about break even or showing a small loss every year.

BEGINNERS, buy Trotpicks, by Bob Pandolpho, also for sale here at . This book is simply a

treasure trove of brilliant tactics on how to really zero in on your strengths and

weaknesses!!!!!!!!!!!!!!The author does an outstanding job putting seemingly abstract ideas, into

cogent, easy to understand analogies. Buy this book IMMEDIATELY!!!!

Very thin, ego driven monograph positioned as a "not for beginners" book. Filled with very basic



observations. Finally reaches a series of very common recommendations that are widely

understood by most harness racing fans. A waste of time and money for serious players.

More like a intro to a book than a book. Contains very little concrete information. More like random

ramblings
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